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BANGOR, MAINE, MARCH 17, 1914

ISICAL CLUBS TRIP
THE BEST EVER
Attended and Much
Applauded Everywhere
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Ii was some trip! That's what they all
I when they got back and they looked it.
Probably the best trip ever taken by
:iv musical organization of the Univer- tv was taken by the combined Musical
labs last month when they gave their
nal concert near the "Lights of Gay
• a•aadway." The only trouble with the
labs. as everyone said, was the cold
• ,cat her that they dragged along with
• twin everywhere they went. The Clubs
.,•,,re the escort of one of the coldest days
Portland has ever seen and fairly tied New
York up with snow until ears couldn't run.
Leaving here at noon, Portland was
H•achtal at night and a concert given in the
Pythian Temple. On account of the cold
eat her and the smallpox scare in Portland
- he audience did not equal that of former
ears bist the ardour was there just the
-aine awl things went off with a good
-wing and snap. A dance followed the
,•inirt and there were plenty of the
••fairer sex" for all. The Portland Club
very courteously extended an invitation to
the clubs to dine at the Club House. The
invitation was accepted and all had a good
time. After the meal sonic of the fellows
entertained the members of the club with
readings. songs and other performances.
ROAM) was the next on the program
vial was reached the next noon. The
,..incert was in the hands of the Alumni
Association who turned out a good sized
,sinvel in the Jordan Hall. The numbers
on the program were liberally applauded,
i•speeially Hanson who struck the funny
pot of the audience with his solos and
had to pay the penalty with an extra
-neon.. The Boston Alumni were there
in force and it seemed good to see so many
••old" Maine men there. The Association
ieserves a hit of credit for the interest that
'hey take in having the clubs play in
Ites.ort Tear after year.
We left Boston the next morning in a
-nowstorm and landed in New York that
:dfternoon, Saturday, about one o'clock.
several Nlaine men met us at the station
:aid well they did, too, for Sonic of those
landing in N. Y. for the first time had
true straightening out which way
.• •:-a hieh, which door to enter, which
'oor to go out from and about *thous and
her usual troubles. New York was
piled high with snow and everyone was
:th, u? an hour late in reaching the hall for
cdincert that evening.
When everyone did finally land in
ia-mus !fall, in Brooklyn about four or
'Ne hundred people were waiting as
it Wady as they could and commenced
the applause at the beginning of the con, vo and kept it up throughout. W. J.
Ilancoek, 'Ss, was at the handle and gave
• fellows a royal reception, ineuoling hot
• •• and /sandwiches (on the side).
n(lay night, the concert was given in
!old Plaza. The audience nearly filled
ball nano and included many of Maine's
I:11111.'74 oldest Alumni. The concert
titre was perhaps the best on the whole
trip. Everything went off smoothly and
"linny. After the concert a dance order
of Is dances was played by an excellent
tirehest ra.
The(lobs ret'Irma! to college Thursday
' both
oeruing, The trip was a slowest,
int•ially and otherwise.
+ --
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MUSICAL CLUBS GIVE FINE
CONCERT IN ORONO
large

Crowd Attends Entertainment and Dance

The Musical Clubs held a very succeasfal concert in Orono Town Hall last Friday evening under the auspices of the
'mini Lodge of the Knights of Pythias.
Thin was the fifth concert they have given
hii far this season and wits by far the
loos, sueceasful.
The session opened as usual with a tryit at the State Hospital in Bangor. Then
• dabs took a trip to New York. This
'lie first time that the clubs hail eeer
beyond Boston. On this trip they
••, 1 in Portland, Boston, Brooklyn,
,t,t1 New York.
After this Onmo concert they will play
Bangor. give a joint concert with Colby
,tt Waterville, and end with a concert
daring Commencement W'erk here. The
date for this concert is set for June S.
l'p to the Present time this year has been
'be most successful one the clubs have
t••.er had if all thing,' are taken into consideration. The future concerts should
be as amanita

SOME FURTHER HISTORY OF
MAINE MASQUE
On November 13. 1907, preparations
for the second season of t lie Dratnat it. flab
began with theseled ionof henry Esmond's
comedy ••When We WI'rt. Twenty-One'.
as the play fur the year. There was a
general sentiment that, Skakcspeare
having set the precedent, it would be well
to alternate with niodem plays which
would be more apt to interest a college
audience. To present such a play it was
necessary to acquire some scenery.
Through the efforts of W. 0. Smith, as
scene painter, and C. Stickney. as stage
earpent4 r, in conjunction with other
members of the club, a box set was made.
This set has remained as the nucleus of
the stage property of the club. The
club also made its own costumes this year.
The play itself was well presented, the
east of characters being admirably fitted
for the parts, and a long series of rehearsals
giving a perfection and finish %hit+ would
have done credit to a troupe of professionals. The play was presented on the
Aroostook trip at Houlton, April 2;
Presque Isle, Apr. 3; and at Bridgewater,
Apr. 14. Financially this trip was a success but the audiences to which it was
played were not prepared for such a drama
and in many cases were even repellent.
After the Aroostook tour the club played
at Waterville, Apr. 20th; Pittsfield, Apr.
230; Skow hegaii, Apr. 24t h; Ellsworth,
May 8th. The final performance was
given in the gymnasium Junior Week and
was a fitting finale for the acting was
faultless and the scenery in the third act
was a marvel for an amateur club.
With perhaps the best cast in its history
the Dramatic Club started the season of
1908 with Shakespeare's Much Ado
About Nothing." Trials for the parts
were not held until after the Christmas
recess and the season started late. The
Club was limited to one long trip which
began Apr. 14th with a performance at
the Bangor State Hospital. This was
followed by productions at Brewer, Apr.
15; Dover, Apr. 16; Guilford, Apr. 17;
Waterville, Apr. 19; Portland, Apr. 20.
The Cement- of Apr. 27, 1900 states in
commendation of the trip. "The performances were uniformly smooth. In
Brewer, Guilford anti Portland. where the
halls have little scenery, the club used its
own effective draperies for a background,
which brought out the beauty of the
costumes and added much to the artistic
effect of the play. On the whole the club
has probably never been more cordially
received.—The play seems to have given
satisfaction to everyone." The comedy
was given in Old Town, Apr. 24th and
then the club took a short week-end trip
playing at Belfast, May 6th and at
Camden the next night. Nlay 12th, "
"Much Ado" was used to close the season
of the Bangor I /pent House and the following Wednesday it was presented toa
large anthems. at Ellsworth. This extract from the 'AO era is a fitting summary
for the seam'''. "For the past three years
the Dramatic Club has furnishial one of
the most delightful anti entertaining events
of Junior Week. The presentation of
"Much Ado About Nothing" Thursday
evening, (May 20th), was the best of
the three which is saying a good deal.
It could not fail to please even the most
particular admirers and critics of Shakespeare.
An article dealing with the establishing
of the Visualise appearet I in an earlier issue.
+

NEW PRIZE SPEAKING CONTEST ARRANGED FOR
COMMENCEMENT
Secured

Through Prof. G. W.
Thompson

Although Commeencement Week this
year will be much more interesting than
ever before, it will have another at traction
Insides those yet enumerated. This is
the prize-speaking contest open to juniors
and seniors which Mr. '. P. King of
Washington, D. C'., has recently established. The prize is $2.5 to the junior or
senior who shall deliver the beat original
essay within the space of twelve or fifteen
minutes. There must not be less than
four contem ants. On May 16, are the
written essays due and not later than May
20 will t he final choice be numb.. The conteat will he held on June 6. This was attained through the efforts of Professor C.
W. Thompson who is a personal friend of
Mr. King and is also much interested in
the success of the new plans for Commencement kVeek. Further information
may be obtained by et-insulting Profesaor
1 bigget t
- •
Mr. kVilliam Gray '12, spent the week

end at the Phi Kappa Sigma house.
• -

ABOLISHMENT OF FROG
POND SCRAP IN DOUBT

ALL OUT FOR THE SMOKER
"M" Cluo Plans Novel Affair

No. 28

JUNIOR WEEK TO BE
BETTER THAN EVER

Next Friday evening in the gymnasium,
the "M" Club will give a collean. smoker.
Sophomores Wish to Have It This is a new departure in the university Several New Attractions Adbut one which should meet with the apded to the Program
Retained
probation of the studt.nt body. The object of this smoker is to revive the old
"Maine Spirit" which has been dormant
The committee im the prognun for
The report that the Frog Pond Scrap during the past winter nano hs. As evt•ry- Jtiiiittr Week which 4•4iiiii44 May 6, 7, 8, 9,
was to be abolished as printed in the last body knows we have scarcely any activities 10, have made out the ((Miming prograni
Csetet s was sonieWhat in error. From during these months and as a result college whitth has been sent to the printers. It will
what can be tameluded front the talk about spirit lags a bit. This smoker is in a SCIlst. follow in most respects those held in preyears. One change which will be
college, the fate of the scrap is in the a "reunion' and will give everyone a y:
balance. It is considered by tht. faculty chance to get togt•tht.r and prepare them- of inin.h interest to the student is the
and trustee's to be of too rough a nature, selves for action again. The band will be arrangement for a dual meet with Bates
and although it has not been abolished as there and it is planned to have a few College to be held on the athlt.tic field in
yet unless it can be seen in a different light speeches to start tht. thing going. With place of the usual baseball game. The
the track meets coming in the near
program made out is as follows:
it is probable that it will be.
On Wednesday. May 6, a Junior Prise
At a recent meetieg of the Sophomore future we shall need all the spirit we have
class the question of its abolishment wits to encourage the team and this smoker is speaking contest will be given at S Weinek
brought up. The dam howt.ver decided a good step in the right direction. Re- 1'. M. Thursday, May 7, the Maine
that it should remoraarate against any member The Time-- Fritlay, March 20th, Masks will present in the gynmasium at
such action. In its opinion the scrap was The Place---Gymnasium, The Event - S o'clock P. M., Molit.re's famous play
'Tilt. IA.:mita' Ladiese" Juinior Class
not dangerous and that a substitute, that College Smoker. t
Serving in a way as a rehearsal for the Chapel will be held Friday slay 8, at 9.50
would not be an initat ion and t hat would
A. NI. In the evening of the same day
tend to increase elass
multi not be mining Smoker there will be a Student
Chapel on Tuesday, Nlarch 17th, condia.t- comes the Junior Premien:alt. in the
found.
The class voted to take the matter up ed by the "M" Chili. The entire chapel gymnas. . Saturday morning, May 9,
with the proper authorities and to try in hour will be given over to speeches and the military eompanies will give an exevery way to have th,serap retained. A singing. The band will furnish the music. hibit ion drill and in t he afternoon t hert. is
great deal of interest is being taken in the Everybody should be there and 'tractive tIi,' dual meet with Bates on the athletic
outeOnle of the question]. The upper little for the Smoker. Definite plans re- field. Also in the eve•ning a minstrel .-how
will he given in the gymnasium. The
chessmen an. also for the most part of the garding the Smoker will he discussed at
Week will conclude with a Vesper Service'
opinion that the scrap is not to rough. this meeting.
held
in Chapel at 3 o'clock Sunday afterMany of them say that the scrap that was
1101in.
held three springs aged on the bank of the
ALUMNI NOTICE
river, the pond being too low, was the one
•
that has given the faeulty their opi • .
PRES.HYDE OF BOWDOIN
In this scrap several were hurt on the
Last fall, in an effort to get more of the
FAVORS FRATERNITIES
ledges in the stream.
Alumni interested in the Casters a list of
names of t hose who Intel graduated (luring
Last Thursday at a meeting of the conlast six or seven years was made up, and
MILITARY HOP
this list used as our mailing list. We an. vention of the Religious Education Assostill using this list, but are to discontinue ciation held at Ni•IN Haven, Presidt•nt
doing S4) after this issue. The response Hyde was called upon to deft.tid tlit. tath
Final Arrangement Made
front the Alu • has been very week and lege fraternity. The sobjeiri Of his speta.h
vt.ry small per cent of the subscription was;"The Stwializing Value of Frate.mity
The final arrangements for the annual
Military Hop, to he held' on April 17, have blanks have been returned. On the other Life" and his treatment of it brought out
been completed. It hats been decided to hand there has been only five or six who clearly him attitui.ie tOW arils fraternities.
remedy for the
make thia it fort.1 1..416' This yen? and hays written 11/4 telling um frankly tits* Ile said in part:
this v.-ill add greatly to the spirit of the they did not care to subscribe. From the evils of irresponsible fraternities is mone.
occasion. The event will be featured by rest we have heard nothing. They have fraternit its; and more respemsibilit y. !lave
somedrill which have neverlwen performed been nweiving the Csmers, and whe.t her enough fraternities or clubs like them to
at any previous Hops. The program con- they care for it or not we do not know. include practically the entire student
sists of a Single Rifle and Shuttle Drill by The recent stop in the issuing of the paper body, publish thi.ir relative rank and
Co. A, Manual of Arms by Co. B, Com- was due to the fact there had been too stimulate a wholesome rivalry di-Facia ilarpany Drill by Co. C, Bayonet Exercises mueh extravagance in the mutt. With the ship, in characti•r, in contribution to the
by Co. D.and a Double Bale Drill by (*o. present im•ome it is impossible to print wwial, artistic, athletic and dramatic and
E. A picked squad from each company twice a week, so we have im•restred the literary life of the instituf ; admit
will compete in a wall scaling coldest. All amount of matter in each issue, anol are freshmen earlv for better or for worse,and
these drill are being prepared under the to print one issue a week until Com- hold upper cla.saint.n to account for their
strict surveillance of Lieut. Ralph R. mencement. Aftt.r that we may be able influence.over them ; weed out upper classnie.n who fail to realise this responsibility
(Baas, Instructor in Military Scienceand to make other plans.
Butt we surely can do nothing without for lower class:nen in their group; and
Tactics.
support. In tinier to reduce ex- thus fraternities become a mighty inAn order of twenty dances Ines been pre- Alu
we are compelled to Amin:0(.311 fluence for the intelectitial, modal and
pares! and the music will be furnished by
names from our mailing list except those moral uplift of their members, far more
PullWn's Orchestra of Bangor.
The committee in charge is composed o' subscribers. So if you care to nadve potent than any force presitlents and deans
of M. L. Hill, chairman, W. E. Nash, W. the Caeseum from now on, please notify and faculties ranking to bear. Living
happily with and working heartily for
T. Hanly, N. F. Nlank. and E.J. Dempsey. the Business Manager at once.
others as loyal members of a beloved
We
realize
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a
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VSSeilef. of right 1.411104fletlri,
decided lark of Alumni notes in our paper, group is t
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a
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ALPHA CHI SIGMA ELECTION
or the Kingdom of
Alumni notes is of very little interest to whether in the 1
ALPHA CHI SIGMA
the Alumni. But tlu. new 1)011141 is col- !leaven."-- Bo wiloin Orient.
ELECTIONS
lecting as many of these notes as it can
—•—
each week and expects to be able to have
Eight New Men Chosen
a half page of them in a short while. It
AGGIE NOTES
is very hard for a bunch of fellows in the
The following men have been chosen (tor midst of a very active militate life to gather
A school in Soil Fertility will be held at
Alpha Chi Sigma, tht. honorary Chemical all the happening's of among Maine's
Fraternity. Walter J. Dolan, 'onester, Alumni, because her sons are scattenal W'inilsor this week. This will be under
Mass., Preston M. Hall, Taunton, Mass., over quite a large area. We wish that the (lirection of R. W. Redman, Assistant
Format C. Gordon, Auburn, Me., from every Alumnus would consider himself I)irector of the Agricultural Extension;
1915, L. 0. Barrows, Newport, Me., W. an Alumni correspondent and send in A. L. 1)pering, Dtrector of Farm De
W. We4ther, Auburn, Me., 0. F. Farr, from time to time the events which are of at rations in Kennel WV Count y; and
Auburn, Me., E G. Ham, Foxeroft, Me., interest to others. We cannot get too Earl Jones, Instnu•tor in Agronomy in
the'(-flakgc of agricult tire.
L. M. Hunt, Oldtow 1, Me., from 1916. many. The more we get, the
• AlumThe initiation and lanquet will occur ni we get, and the more money we get.
A re•preaentative of the Horticult anal
sometime in the near attn..
This will enable us to print it better paper. 1>epartment will give a lecture this week
So you see, by a very small ((((((tint of on "'Die Honie Garden" before a night
work on your part. a great atnount can be sehool of mill men at Dexter. This is part
anent instituLO
LS
accomplished here. We are very notch of a general etlia•af
indebted' to those who have Ado in their ted by the Superintendent of Schools.
Roger Eveh.t h,'12 • ,1 R. L. Smith,'12, subscriptions; and hope to receive the
On Saturday, March 21, Prof. Simspt.nt Farmers' Week
tit,' 5..1. E. house. support of many more, as we believe that mom will lecture on Seed Itimmvernent
we are going to publish a paper for the before the Grange at North Arnim.
Sec. Daniel Lovell d of the llidde.fort1
Alumni as well as undergraduate's
Business Man's Asso ition, spent ThursOn Frday, March 19, Prof. Briscoe of
Remember, we need your support, both
day night at the S. A. .:. in the interest of
in the way of subscription and intereating the Forestry I/epartment will speak to the
the York County Der nest rator.
bits of Alumni news. Alumni amsocitit ions Hortieultural Club of Bar Harbor on
G. M. Thomas visi •dl at the Phi Gam- are eapecially asked to contribute the lat- Seleetion and Care of Shad'.'freest.
ma Delta house lam it ic.
ter.
Last Thursday night a delegation of
fourteen itet it ioned for farm detnonatraIL R. Lovely
the week end at
—4-t ion work in York County. This delega4:at-diner.
Harvard relay quartet eattablished a tion represented the Billth.ford, Stlart) and
II ale Stunt db. ex-' I. was at the Phi
Trade; the York
new world's record in the 1,56o yard relay Sanford Boards of
Kappa Sigma house,
County Pomona Grange; the Kennewon
from
the
It.
they
A.
A.
in
3
when
Olin C. Brown tit
Sunday, Mardi S
Farmera' 47110); and It teal granger.
minute*, 3 seconds. The former record !punk
in Portland.
under consideration and
previously held by the it. A. A. team was Thr peition is
G. A. Rounds ape Sunday. Nlareh
when the Lever Agridecided
on
will
be
hree-fiftha
seetonda.
bettered by tat) and t
Extension
in Portland.
Rill
cultural
passes.
Titt. race was at Botoon. on Feb. PC
Merton F. Banks tent the week del
Exeter
won
games
March
Phillip,'
19, G. A. Yeaton,
On Friday.
At the satin'
of March 7 in Bithlefo I.
in indoor championship of the New Director of Farm Delllllnatrationi in OxIt. V. Cobb was in Bost on Sat tin lay, England schools, totalling 251 points. fiordl( ninty will %peak before the Turner
March 7.
Worcester Academy was second with 17. Center Grange on Oreharding.
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WHY

strip of waik which the
managed to clear of snow. On the walk
Pubbened Tuesday and I rids) of each walk during from the waiting room to the library and
the college year by the University
Feeling that sioneet,nr.g is needed 5 muWinslow Hall the pedestrian must either
of Maine students
the Student body and tte Faculty convince
wear rubber boots or perform successfully that the Campus is thor pai..wr it is planned
Hall
Ornca—Eatabrooke
EorronsaL
:
circus stunts of the highest order on banks to run a column each week under the head
TULIP/10KB NPOUISS Or EDITOILI AL 071,101-106-13
of slippery ice and slush. This is only a ind "Why". In this lelurnn will be placed
Pannixo Orrics-117 Eschew Si..Bangor, Me
eital interest
TaLarnone Nyman or Pairrolo thrrica-1050 mild example of conditions in other plai es. articles dealing with 'opus
MHO' IWO lir.
,it
which
bed
everyone
So
Bangoe
corps
sized
good
The college supports a
not news articles.
of janitors. Current opinion has it that
Questions that the student body wo,
Mel
IhisSor-sot
they are never overworked. A little answered and any Ilb..,111-4 Mist in itilI
R. P Ci..aaa. 1915
energy applied to shovel handles would printed in this Colwyn,. Hoping that this
of 1/soA seociot• 8..It4ors
certainly do much towards improvement column will be accept -1 as the mace
R. F. Thurrell. 1915
F. S Youngs. 1914
see iniproo ins til we are Mk,' ,,
to
wishing
footdry
body
student
the
give
would
laid
K. M. Currier. 1916
F. T. Norcross, 1914
this step.
A. F. Sherman, 1916
A. A. StOnge, 1914
ing when it is needed. Of course the sun
—+ -B. W. Lewis, 1916
J. E. Doyle. 1915
will clear the walks in time but we are
F. H. Curtis. 1916
14. L. Mathews. 1915
WHY?
Mims E. F. Hedy, 1915 E D. Potter. 1916
interested in the present. We understand
B. E. Barrett. 1916
felieve that "Maine
club
C. Magnus. 1915
"M"
that man made sidewalks for use when the does the
in the student
latent
becoming
is
Spirit"
forces of nature were in league against
aussPtess MarlaVer
body. The coming smoker planned by
M. F. Basis. 1915
him. It looks to us as though nature had the"M"Club is for the purpose of ansisbeen quiet busy lately and that it was full ing spirit. In the club's opinion eV% • .
News Editor fur this tieue—F. H Currie
organization on the Campus is l:,, ,
time for tnan to get in his work.
into a period of inisaivity. Affairs
Entered et Bangor, Maine, PlAt Office as Seeond
and college wide are run at least slovenly.
Chums Matter.
Why?
breakThe back bone of winter is slowly
A senior when waist this question stated
With
here.
ing. Spring will soon be
Terms: 82 00 per year, on or before Nov. lit;
that in his mind some of the restrictions
spring come two of our major placed upon student activities were unsingle copies 10 cents.
addressed
ls
should
Baseball sports and an opportunity for necessary. That a student's initiati
Businewi communi,at
to the Business Manager and ness communications
was suppressed by them. Is this so,
more glory.
and
to the Managing Editor.
Why?
seasbaseball
and
Track The track
Another was of the opinion that as one
approaching.
rapidly
ons are
reaches his Junior and Senior years, the
Basuoit CO-011011ATIVII PIUNTING C
If Maine is to hold her high position in the time when his interest and ability should
athletic world it is now time to prepare be greatest, he begins to have no interest
EDITORIALS
in his work. That the most of those who
for the meets anti games of next spring.
have attained many honors have attained
to
sons
her
ask
to
need
Maine
Does
for the honor :done. That most of
them
For the last issue of the Campus we pre- come out and work for her? We hope
the men with honors have too many. Is
pared a careful and complete explanation not. We hope that every man with either this true.
of the non-publication track or ha:whatl ability or prospect will
Another has stated that everywhere in
The "Campus" of many recent issues come out and work for the light blue of the student body there is a "let George do
it spirit." A man says "I guess I won't
The Printer and of the Cuteuts. The old Maine.
go, one man won't make any difference.
The time for action is at hand. The
A Weekly Issue package containing
Is this true? Is this your case? Think
this and much other call for candidates has been given. Duty
it over anti see that pal are at the smoker
copy a as lost on its way to the printers. calls. Will you answer?
Tuesday. Why won't you go?
1Ve want two more Championships this
It is rather late now for explanations but
perhape a brief summary of the situation year. We want teams of which we can
GENERAL LECTURE
justly be proud. We want to see you on
will not be inappropriate.
---- on
carried
show
been
and
one of these teams. Conic out
A large "back bill" has
Professor McKee Gives Intetestrecent
Each
which
material
years.
us that you are made of the
our books for several
ing Lecture on Cellulose
business 11111111ger has hawkd over a larg- for years has brought the laurels of the
Products
When the victor so often to Maine.
— - That the most of the flees--sit les of the
lagement
home would soon be secured from cellulose
that his
products was the.(pinion given by Prof.
Clubs
Musical
Maine
of
The University
I to print
McKee in the general lissom on Wednesthankof
opportunity
this
take
to
desire
.ngement
day.
ing the Alumni of the University for the
The following at-re a few of the facts
way in which they supported given:
enthusiastic
Here he had us in a corner anti untillast
their New York
One-t hini of the substances of the world
'seek we were unable to publish the and received the Clubs on
made up of cellulose. Cotton is nearly
is
trip.
tempoCampus. 'We are now forced,
cellulose anti wood is largely 81).
pure
To E. J. Wilson '09 and harry Sutton
rarily, at least, because of our financial
Cellulose from %staid is cotton hydrolizes
Mr.
standing to return to the old plan of a of the Boston Alumni Association.
anti forms glucose, this in turn yields
School
high
hall
Erasnms
of
'SS,
Hancock
reason
PIMP
alcohol on fermentation.
the
osue.
For
once-a-week
'05,
Lord
E.
R.
Mr.
Y.,
N.
Chaissa pattevited a process by which
Brooklyn.
in
form
the
change
again
to
we are compelled
cellulose eould be obtained from sawdust.
'99,
Stephens
W.
'02,
A.
Mr.
Webb
Mr.
of the paper.
There are but few solvents for cellulose.
We ask you to bear with us for a time. Dr. J. S. Ferguson, the Maine Men's Club, Zinc chloride is largely used for this.
We assure you that we are doing every- Maine Women's Club anti the Nee York Cellulose treated with nitic acid gives
thing possible to place the paper where it Alumni Association in New York is cer- cellulose nitrates, from various forms of
should be -on a sound financial founda- tainly due the thanks of the NI usieal Clubs this gun tiowiler is made. Cotton cloth
soaked in caustic soda becomes (strong
tion. We have encountered a very for the successful trip they have had.
er. hence mercerized cotton. More lately
stubborn obstacle and can only do our
—•
a process has been worked mit which gives
e it.
best to re
much like silk.
LECTURE ON THE CADADIAN a product
In a devade or so we shall be living in an
•
ALPS
age with many of the necessities of a
We are pleased to note that the Military
modern household niade from cellulose
Ball, which is to be given in the gym- Mr. Herbert W. Gleason Pleases products.
A Large Audience
-•
nasium. April 17, by the

THE MAINE CAMPUS

narrou,

The Military freshman class will be
formal this year. This
Ball
dance. until last year,
had been considered one of the big dances
of the season. Last year by faculty ruling
it was made informal. At this time the
student body was hole plearsed with the
decision and nearly all will be glad to hear
that this year the Ball will he formal.
Then. is very little real social life at
Maine At least there is none ton much.
The Sopholllllre Hop. Junior Prom,
Military Ball, and Commeneetnent Ball
constituting our quilts of big college
%I/MVPS. Theme from their nature id 1,1
In' formal. There are enough minor
dances for anise who merely want to
dance. A real first class Ball :obis much
to both st talent life and etilleizi remit at ion.

•
Much criticism is yorrent as to the
tiTetched condition in which the walks on
the campus are kept. GnatSidewalks ing that a e have had n severe
winter and much snow, it is
hard to WV any excuse, now that warmer
weather lout (-time, for allowing worse
than "Bingville" conditions to exist here.
The it intent body enjoy the appreciated
option of %taking in the matis or gamely
fighting their way. in Indian file. along t
narrow and in some places. MOM than

Mill

hit,

Saturday evening, Nlareh 14th, in the
lecture mom of Coburn Hall, Mr. Herbert
W Gleason of Boston delivered an interest tug lecture on the "Canadian Alps"
under the aumpices of the Arts Club. The
speaker was introduced by Prof. G. W.
Stephens.
The lecture was a description of a
pictorial journey thru these mountains,
and was illustrated by colored lantern
share from photographs taken by the
lecturer. The author's with. acquaintance gained from ten summers exploring
and traveling the beautiful region occupied by a strip of the Rocky Mountains
lying in British Columbia and inhaling
from three to five hundred miles of the
famous Columbia River valley. made this
journey Deem almost a reality. Mr.
(;leason described the beauties of the Lake
Louise region. Victoria glacier, Yo Ho
valley, anti other places of interest. Besides a description of throe famous spots,
his lecture included an account of the
plants and Movers which grow in these
picturesque mountains.
The audience was a large and appreciative one. and nit speaker's vivacious
personality and original humor won much
applawie. The next lecture to be given
by the Arts Chili will be one by Mrs.
Eckstrom of Brewer The subject anti
date will be anntttttwed later.

ALUMNI
See special notice on page 1
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Let Us Solve Your Problem
of Wall Decoration

Eastern Trust and
Banking Co

W. H. GORHAM & CO.
54 State St., Bangor

STATE ST.
BANGOR

2

A. J. DURGIN

Paid up Capital, 5175,000
Stockholders' Additional Liability $175,000
Surplus and Profits (earned) $530,000
lie Banking Patronage and Accounts of
Banks, Firms. Corporations and Individuals is solicited, and every liberil banking

Dealer in

Furniture, Hardware, Paints. Oils, Glass
Window Shades, Paper Hanging
TRY• WIN CUTTER SAFETY RAZOR
_ 14.20 MAIN 11T. ORONO

attention promised.

JACOB REED'S SONS
Manufacturers of

Globe
Steam Laundry

Gold Medal Uniforms
uoit equipment and factlitws
for producing Uniforms for
Colleges and Military Schools
are unequalled by any other
house in the United States.
You are sure of intelligent
and accurate service in ordering of us.
The Uniforms worn at the University of
Maine are finished examples of the
Character, Quality and Appearance of our product.

JACOB REED'S SONS
1424-1426 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA

It is a funny difficulty in the

PORTLAND, MAINE
The Largest and Best Equipped

Laundry in the State

We Collect Monday Morning and
Deliver Thursday Afternoon
Agents and Baskets at Alpha House,
Sigma Chi House, Oak Hall, Phi Gamma
Delta House, Kappa Sigma House, Beta
House, Sigma Alpha Epsilon House, Phi
Kappa Sigma House, Delta Tau Delta
House, Sigma Nu House and Phi Eta
Kappa House.

P. E. MURRAY, Head Agent
Kappa Sigma House
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On Saturday eVesiit,g. March ii. Lambda Chi Alpha held its second annual
bassquet at the ('olonial
Many of
the Alumni were back. stone of them
spending Friday and Saturday- on the
('atnpus.
Among those present were;—E. C.
IhnidIett. ex-'10, H. W. Ilaillock, ex-.'10:
A. S. Adams, '11 harry !Ionians.'I I;
L. B. Thompson. ',12: Harry E. Thompson, ex-'12; N. dl. Small, '13; W. H.
l)wyer, '13; J.( I ikon. ex-'14; I. E.
Bilker. ex-'14. Orger
0aviais ex-'14,
Pr. aet
lleh
.a'a
cli-tras...ast master, t oast s
NtS
I.
'
being given by Ansel A. Packanl, '16;
Alfred I). Hayden .17. William II. Dwyer,
13. Warren Colic Bniwn '12. anti Elmer
C Houtilette, ex-' 1.

-• LOCALS
--r- Mr. Robbins an al ionus from Dartmouth visited the Signin Chi House for a
few days last week'.
i
. Pity
Mr. Frank 0.i
and Mr. Johnsn
o
Sprott spent Fst
i
ay: at the Sigma CIO
noire
Ben Whitney '1 -pent a day at the
Sigma Chi House 1
%%eek.
Edwin Mau y er '1 stayed at the Sigma
ncrs' Week
fpent the seek end of
k k:11:trit 'S
lin""
Chij'ettn
March 7 at t lie 5
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Metropolitan Life

We Carry the Best Assortment of

Maine Flags, Banners
and Novelties
IN EASTERN MAINE

Maine Stationery

Always on Hand

COME IN AND SEE US

uf New Yur
F. M. SAMPSON, Agt.,
COLLEGE AVE., ORO
Cor. State and Exchange
BANGOR, ME.
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St.

OSCAR A. FICKETT

ORONO DRUG CO.

Protitston Dealer
LOOK FOR FICKETT'S SATURDAY SALES

ORONO, MAINE

12 BROAD ST., BANGOR
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WILL B. SMITH CO. :322:::est Going Out of Business
Up-to-Date Clothind
and Furnishings
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LAMBDA

CHI ALPHA
BANQUET

rELL

A Public Institution Maintained by
the State and General Government
ORGANIZATION
College of Arts anti Sciences, College of Law, College of Technology, Electrical,
Mechanical, Civil and Chemical Engineering, Pharmacy, Short Course in
Pharnnicy, College of Agriculture (Forestry), Domestic Science, School Course
in Agriculture (two years), Winter Courses and Correspondence Courses in
Agriculture; Summer Term. GRADUATE COURSES leading to the appropriate
Master's degree are offered by the various colleges.

EXPENSES

WORK
START

Olc

Tuition $60 a year for residents of Maine,$70 a year for non-residents of Maim..
execto in the Engineering courses where the charge is $100 per year.

COLLEGE OF LAW
at Bangor, offers a course of three years. The tuition charge is $70
resident, and five non-resident instructors.

Eight

FACULTY
iii;

3.30 P. M.
8 00 P. M.
Ba
Tit

lu 126 name.; students number 1,058.

EQUIPMENT
uutliiii .il buildings, large and aniall, 16 well-equipped laboratories, the
museum, the herbarium, anti library.
For cflf fdlogue and circulars. atidress

ROBERT J. ALEY, President
ORONO, MAINE
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Your Overcoat at Your Price is Here
Long Coats, Short Coats and Medium Length Coats, Chinchillas, Plaids, Blacks, Browns, Blues, Grays and Fancy Mixtures
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SOMETHING MORE ON
FARMER'S WEEK
'riday, the last day but one of the
'h annual Farmers' Week of the Uniity of Maine, College of Agriculture,
marked with many lecturing features
tt
Thd :aw a total registration of 360, which
-,linewhat larger than that of this time
year. In all 100 lectures have been
g, ..n by 43 different men,including mem- of the college faculty, representatives
uf the state department of agriculture,
Limners and farmers' wives, making the
is.st rounded program ever before preDuring the past five days there has been
at every regular recitation hour,some subject both instructive and of interest to
each and every man and woman in attendance. The week so far has been in
every way a success, doing much to bring
the fantlers of the state in closer relation
with the College of Agriculture and the
ttork that it is doing. Since this course
i.r-t instituted seven years ago there
heen a marked healthy growth and
it is hoped that such will continue to be
the ease in years to come.
Friday afternoon came the third annual
meeting of the Maine Association of Agricultural Students. The program was as
follows:
:1.00 P. M.
PROGRAM
Friday, March 13th, 1914
(Ito.io 12, Winslow Hall)
Business Meeting—
Annual address of the President
H. P. Sweetser,'10
Report of the Secretary-Treasurer
Leon S. Merrill
Report of the Executive Committee
H. W.Smith,'09
uction of new business
(University Gymnasium)
Track Meet .
gram for the Association for

outurday, March 14th
(Room 33 Winslow Hall)
9.00 A. M. A Course in Agriculture for
Secondary Schools of Maine,
H. S. Hill, Teachers' Course, 10
9.20 A. M. Some Results of Farm
Demonstration Work in Kennebec County,
A. L. Deering,'12
9 40 A. M. Proper Equipment for Secondary Agriculture,
R. P. Mitchell Teachers' Course,'II
lit 00 A. M. Farm Sanitation,
Dr. E. M. Santee, Director of
Agriculture, Good Will Farm
Hinckley, Maine
N. M. What is Good Seed?
Professor II. M. Osier
Ito A. M. Work of the Dairy Division
Bureau of Animal Industry,
Washington, D. C.
Mr. L. A. Rogers, Asst. Chief,
Bureau of Animal Industry
(s) P. M. Selling Farm Produce,
Mr. J. C. Oreutt, Secretary,
Committee of Agriculture,
Boston Chamber of CornMere('

Business Meeting:
Election of Officers
Reports of Committee
New Business
.91 P. M. General Discussion
EH) P. M. Agricultural Club Banquet,
Bangor House, Bangor.
Tickets should be secured in
advance from Mr. P. R.
Warren, Orono, Me.

(NI

WORK ON GRAND STAND
STARTED IN EARNEST
Old Stand Moved
--Work has been started on getting ready
to build the new grand stand. The old
,ine has been moved to the new diamond,
for which the dirt has already been mots ly
hauled. Teams are now at work hauling
" fine grade of clay that is to be used as
the final covering.
It is hoped to have the diamond ready
(or the opening of the 'season but it will
depend upon the way the frost comes out
of the ground and weather that will
enable it to settle early.
Work on the new grand stand will be
begun the first of May and will be finished
by the middle of August. A mistake was
made in an article in the last CAMPI.H; rot,fining the seating capacity of the new
stand. It will be 2400; instead of 1200
as previously stinted.

ui

TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT
BEGINS EXTENSION WORK
Two Classes

Already Formed

Extension work is now being done by
the technology department in Bangor.
This work consists in organizing classes in
technical subjects in any town in the state
where six men will enroll for the course.
This work is one that will serve to bring
the University in closer touch with the
people of the state and is one that will
help in the development of its resources.
Men of different degrees of education will
be able to take the courses and thus will
minds now untrained for technical work
that requires a eombination of practical
and theoretical knowledge be available.
The cost of the courses is small. A fee
of five dollars is charged. Text books and
instuments must he purchased by the
student.
Bangor as yet is the only city to have
organized chimes but it is expected that
there will soon be classes organized in other
cities. The department plans to organize
a class in any city where the required six
men will register for the course. It plans
to put Maine graduates in charge of these
classes if they are available, if not graduates of other technical colleges will be
secured if possible.
In Bangor two classes have been formed.
One class with Mr. Walter Farnham as
instructor meets on Tuesday and Friday
evenings. This class is in mechanical
drawing and is made up of eight men,
who have different degrees of preparation.
This has made it necessary to have an advanced and an elementary course. This
course is taught in the V. M. C. A. building.
The other chess is in Electrical Engineering. This is also made up of eight men
and is taught by Professor Barrows. It
meets every Monday and Thursday evening in the dhlunber of Commerce rooms
in City Hall.
The courses in which now classes have
been organized as yet are: Steam Engineering, Shop Mathematics, and Highway Engineering. The course in highway
engineering will be given by Professor
Kaulfuss and it is possible that it will be
given as a series of illustrated lectures open
to the general public. Professor Iiekberg
will teach the class in shop mathematics
and Professor Chapman the course in
steam engineering. .
The entire work is in the charge of Professor Jewett. Aside from this work Pmlessor Jewett also has charge of another
line of extension work or industrial service.
This work consists in teaching foreigners
who work in the nearby mills the elements
of an English education.

GERMAN PLAYS
To be Given by Deutscher Verein
The Deutscher Verein will produce two
one act German comedies this spring under
the direction of Professor G. W. Thompson. The first, entitled "liner Muss
Heirnten," was written by Alexander
Wilhelm. The other entitled Eigensium
was written by Roderick Benedix. Both
authors are well known as authors of short
comedies and enjoy a well deserved popularity.
The playlet(' offer good opportunity for
clever acting and contain many good lines
which are being well studied by the students chosen for the different roles. The
east for the first playlet "liner Muss
Heiraten" is as follows:
Miss Gerhartz
Gertrude
Miss Winship
Luise
Mr. Sinkinson
Jakob
Mr. Curt is
Willwlmn
The cast for the second playlet "Eigenslum" is as follows:
(
Mr. Clement
Itaat or
Mr. Coffin
Alfred
Goldsmith
Mr.
Heinrich
Miss Hutchins
Kat harina
. Miss Beaupre
Emma
Mims Brennan
Lisbet h

•
ALUMNI NOTES
Albert L. Whipple '04, visited the
Alpha Howie Sunday.
P. R. Keller '01, was at the Alpha
House for two days taro week. Mr.
Keller is employed by John Scott & Co.,
Detroit, Michigan.
McCarthy of Portland on the campus
over Sunday.

BANGOR, MAINE

COACHES ARE BARRED

Copley Square Hotel

Hereafter No One Will Be PermitHuntington Avenue, Exeter and Blagden Sta.,
ted on Sidelines at Football
Boston, Mass.
Games
Headquarters for College and School Athletic Teams when in Boston
At

its meeting in New York on Saturday, the intercollegiate football rules
committee made several important changes in the old rules. The most radical of
these was the decision that hereafter
coaches should be barnsl fnim the side
The changes were of a corrective rather
than of a radical nature.
Other changes were as follows:
2. Intentional grounding of it forward
pass will be penalized by the loss of ten
vans from the point of scrimmage.
3. When the ball from a free kick hits
a goal post and bounds back into the field,
the play is counted as a touch back.
4. After the teams line up, the team
having the ball shall not enter the neutral
zone in shift formation.
5. A player out of bounds when the
ball is put in play, penalizes his team by
the loss of five yards.' Under the old rule
there was no penalty for this offense the
first time it was commit t et!.
6. A kick-off after a touchdown is
eliminated.
7. The committee left it optional with
teams to decide whether they shall have a
fourth official, to be known as the field
judge, who shall have no specific duties of
his own, but act as assistant to the referee
and umpire.
The committee reached no decision regarding the question of distinguishing
players in games by numbers. The members concluded to observe how this plan
works out next season 1,e(ore making any
recommendations.

INTEREST BEING TAKEN IN
INDUSTRIAL SERVICE
Two Classes Formed Among
Italians in Orono

360 Rooms

200 Private Baths

AMOS H. WHIPPLE, Prop.

A Better Paper
at the Same Price
with an engraved SI and Sinitic Seal. They am
saying nice things als.ut it.

NICHOLS DRUG STORE
ORONO. MAINE

FREE
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FOR FEBRUARY ONLY
or 24 Corresp.indenee Cards anti Envelopes,
with any monogram engraved in gold, silver or any
color, with each order of tat engraved name ear&
and plate in OLD ENC1.1:411 at regular price of
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I foe ZS es.

Claett, PettiatT

2.00.

C. HAL RING, Orono, Me.
At Nichols Drug store
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Watch Repairing

Dining Table'
and Kitchen ADOLF

All work first-class anti warranted.
No job too difficult. All kinds of
Optical work. Oculist's prescriptions filled. U. of N1. Pins.

may be furnished here,

PFAFF
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plete in every detail. Every
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thing that's needful in Crockery, Glassware and Kitchen
Utensils is here, in satisfac-
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tory quality and at reasonable
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cost.

"Walk in and Look
A round."

P. H. VOSE CO.

"Cite"61jors
ARE NOW IN STOCK.
COME IN AND SEE THEM

55 5 Main St.
Ranger, Me

The Dole Company

W. E. IELENBRAND

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS

Clothing, Shoes
and Hats

The students here at the University are
taking an active interest in industrial ser- Electrical Work Electrical Merchandise
T.R
SO
OFFICE AND SALESROOM. fit MBAIN4 G
vice. This work consists in teaching the TEL.
74
Italian workers in the nearby mills the beginnings of an English education.
Already two classes have been ((trims! at
the Orono Pulp and Paper Co's plant at
Basin Mills. The members of the classes
are Italians and they are very appreciative
and are taking a very active interest in the
work. The two classes are in English,
one elementary and one advanced. The
meth(xis employed are very simple. If
the men are unable to speak English at all.
they are first taught by signs ace partied
by the words that express the actions.
It is thought by Professor Jewett that
next year as interest in this work increases
that this work and the extension work
carried on by the technology department
may be placed in the hands of a student
committee.
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Rolling His Own

CUP OFFERED FOR BEST
DROP KICKER
N1r. Tom Bragg of Bangor, has recently
offered a cup to be awarded to the best
drop kicker at the University. This cup
will probably be contested for and awarded
at the same time that the Junior Masks'
kicking contest is held this spring.
Mr. Bragg ham taken a great interest in
football throughout ie state. Ile is a
member of the Offi tI Board. He has
followed the gamer' it the state for several
years and last fall a. -ted coach McCann
at Bowdoin.
Dr. Percival Bart( of St. Paul, Minn.,
who recently died at, the Me of 91 years
was the oldest gratin e of the University
of Pennsylvania. Dr Barton was gratinated in the clams of '4

Harvard De tal SchoOl
A Department of a irvarrl University
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America is the land of selfmade men. It is characteristic
of Americans to rely on their own efforts— to
do things for themselves. The millions of "Bull"
Durham smokers are of this energetic, self-reliant,
American type in all walks of life. These men
like to make their own dgarelles, to their liking,
from ripe, mellow, "Bull" Durham tobacco—
prefer these cigarettes, made by their own hands,
to any ready-made kind they can buy.
GENUINE

"Bull DURHAM
SMOKING TOBACCO
(Enough for Pubs hand-made cigarettes in each 5-cent sack)

Particularly notice the unique and pleasant
aroma of "Bull" Durham. It is as distinctive to
"Bull" Durham as the cocked hat is to Napoleon.
The"Bull" Durham aroma is produced by a secret
process known only to the makAsk for FREE
ers of this tobacco. You Fiet
hook of
"pope's'. with
this delightful fragrance only in
such 5c sock
"Bull" Durham.
An Illustrated B,siklet,
showing how to "Roll
Your Own,"and • 13,,K.k
of cigarette papers, will both be mailed free.
on postal request.
to say address in U.
Address "Bull" Durham, Durham, N. C.

FREE

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
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MR. SAMRA, FORMER MAINE
INSTRUCTOR,PROFESSOR
OF ROMANCE LNGUAGE
AT COLBY
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Wright & Ditson
Spring Catalogue
l'..nt.airlin4 Prices ani

St,,ie - uf

Base Ball, Lawn Tennis. Golf and
General Athletic Goods IS CUT
'the Wright a Ditsain Bioiitfornm are better that,
Marione,
/
this year.
Write for maniples and price,.
Catalogue FREE to any address

WRIGHT & DITSON
344 Washington St., lio,too. Mass.
Cambridge, Mass.
Worcester, Mass
Providence, R. I. New York City
Cal.
Francisco,
San
Chicago, III.

We Want to
Impress on You
The fairness of our statement that
whatever work leaves our work
room, that is not first-class, either
in Alteration, Repairing or Pressing, we will refund your money.
We fecd competent to fulfill the
above promise. Try us.

EUGER LEVEILLE
GEORGE MAUNDER, Mgr.
Oppo. Post Office, ORONO
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he

Grocer
Quality and Quantity
22 MAIN STREET, ORONO, M X1NE

Wool or
Cotton
all wool
you can
know positively what you are
getting by buying

Hart .Schafftier
(Sc Marx Clothes
FROM

Miller & Webster
Clothing Co.
14-18 BROAD ST.,

BANGOR

Those Tan Shoes
for Military Drill
and Campus Wear
th,,t

sill

•,•1711, g1.11,11
lit Irs

1.55 1, 1- ,11r
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test

us

THE KEITH CO.
OLD TOWN, MAINE

FRENCH SHRINER & URNER
BANISTER
and
YATES SPECIALS
$3.50 to $7.00

Emilie Saturn has lately been appointed
to take the course in French formerly
taught by Professor John Hearn:in. Mr.
Samra was born in Beynorth, Syria.
Nearly all of his education was obtained
in the schools and colleges of France,
where after eight years of special study
in French, he received his degree from
the College O'Antount.
Mr.Sanwa has had extensive experience
as an instructor and teacher in this country as well as abroad. In 1906, he .was
placed at the head of the French department of Dickinson Seminary, Williamsburg, Penn., where he remained until] 911.
In September of that year. he went to
University of Maine, where he was in•tructor in French. In 1913, he took
charge of the Seminary in Utica, N. Y.,
which position he resigned to come here.
Mr. Sawa begins his work at once.
Ile will continue along the lines which
Professor Heilman had :napped out.—
Colby Echo.

ALUMNI
See special notice on page 1
LARGE COLLEGES HOLDING
INTERCOLLEGIATE MUSTCLUB CONCERTS
The date of the intercollegiate glee club
e,intest has been set for May 9. This is
the first competition of its kind ever to be
held in this country, and will take placeat
Carnegie llall, New York.
Dartmouth, Ilarvard, Columbia, and
Pennsylvania will compete this year.
Yale, Cornell anti Princeton have been
'prevented from entering owing to faculty
opposit ion.
A permanent organization has been
establishol, which is to be known as the
Intercollegiate Musical Council. anti is
composts1 of the glee clubs of theseseven
universities. The officers are: President,
A. F. Pickernell, leader of the Harvard
Glee Club; secretary, F. W. Mathewson,
Columbia; treasurer, L. Howell Davis,
Pennsylvania. The council is so organized as to include the mandolin or banjo
clubs if desired. This year will only see
the appearance of the glee clubs.
The selections which each club will offer
will be: one college song, one classical and
one humorous. The jtalges of the competition will be three of the pro!!!illent
musical men of the country, and they will
award a first prize anti an honorable
!tient ion .

+--ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
COLLEGIATE REGISTRARS
hprty-six molleges and universities were
represented at the fifth annual meeting
of the American Association of Collegiate
Registrars held last week in Richmond,
Virginia, along with sessions of the
National Education Association.
A feature was the address of Dr. S. P.
Capful, of the United States Bureau of
Education, who outlined ways in which
the Bureau may co-operate with rolleges
and universities.
The program of the Registrars' meeting
Unlade(' papers by George W. Cram.
Reeortier of Harvard University. Profess:1r Rudolph Tomb°, of Columbia University. Walter Humphreys, Registrar of
he Massachusetts Institute of Lechmangy, A. 11. Espenshade, Registrar of
Pennsylvania State College A A Mann.
lIegistrar of New York State College of
1grimilture. Cornell University. A. W.
Tarkell, Resist nu. of Carnegie Institute
of Technology. and 0.0. Fester. Registrar
of the University of Kansas.
Sectional meetings were hell of the
groups representing state universities,
technological :schools, small rolltstes„ agricultural colleges and endowed instant ions.
The convention was in charge of President E. J. Mathews, of the UniveNity of
TOMS, anti the $4 ret ary, Mary Scott,
of KIRA College.
The following officers were elected for
the coming year:--President• George O.
Foster. University of Kansas. First VicePresident, Walter Humphreys. Nlassachusetts Itistit lit e of Technology. Sect mid Vice.
President, F.
Dickey, Columbia, Secretary and Treasirer, E. L. (jinni,
Kentucky. It W. Walters, Registrar
Lehigh University. was made Director
of Publicity of the Association.

Satisfaction livaranteed

10. Discount to Students

A. 0. Yates Shoe Co.
21 HAMMOND STREET
BANGOR

Miss Berth., Dennison and Nliss Ethel
Piens. of Portland. attended the Trnek
Club Dance A larch 6, and the Delta Tau
Delta Pant saturday night, Mar. 7.
Freshmen anti Sophomores are wanted
wiirk out for the 'amnion of Business
Manager Id the Omens. Much depends
upt al Set halt a start, anti nos is the time,
as much new advertising is needed.

CAMPUS

EXCH_AN_GES
WIS4•011P•ITI track randalates wilt n 1ms
sent thirteen sororit les in t he annual indot,r
relay carnival to bt held tonight.
Assistant Manager Gerry of the I
baseball team has announced am+.
of ' games for the second team.
Dr. Lewis F. Andersen of Illinois has
been appointed he.til of the Course in
History of Educatnin at Ohio State
The football schedule for the Class of
1918 at Yale has been announced and a
series of seven games will be played.
Students at Pacific University have
organists' a prohibition club. The motto
is "No Booze in the 'ountry in 1920."
Wisconsin still holds her lead in the
Western Conference Basketball with ten
games won and no defeats. Her nearest
competitor has won five and lost one.
The Bowdoin Freshmen defeated the
Sophomores in an informal meet Saturday by a score of 39-33. The 19th annual
interclass meet will be held March 20.
There were fourteen contestants in the
preliminaries of the Peace Prize Contest
at Colby last 11 etlnesday afternoon.
Forty eight men took part in the pre
htninaries for the Purinton Temperanee
Prizes last Saturday. Colby is considerably smaller than Maine at tine.
(7olby is to have a Prohibition club.
Mr. Neil D.Crammer,l'h. N1., of Syracuse
University, Intercollegiate Secretary of
the Intercollegiate Prohibition Asstwita ion
has been about the college and has so far
signed up over severity men as being nterested in the prohibition movement in the
colleges. A Prohibition cliffi is to be organistsi in a few days, and it is expected
t hat there will be at t hat time at least
one hundred meinbers tot join.
The Harvard Stadium will be the scene
of two big intercollegiate games this year.
The New England Intereollegiate Track
meet comes on Friday and Saturday, May
22 anti 23. The big annual games of the
1 lit ereollegiat e Ass,wiat ion of A nmteur
Athletes of America will also take place
at the stadium again, this year. Cornell
and Pennsylvania ls,th have four legs on
the cup and a victory by either means
permanent ownership of the trophy.
The games take place on May 29 and 30.
About 21 Colleges will enter, including
California.
With the complet ion of the chimes fund
at the Ohio State University, freshmen
next year will probalily have the opport 'ty of being crIled to class by the
booming nous of bells across the fields.
'Fitt. chimes fund has been growing for
eight years, emelt graduating class ieaving
its mmtribution to swell the total. It is
estimated that the chinas will cast approximately SI0,000. The present difficulty is to find a tower to house the bells.
Orton Hall has been talked of, also ii
campanile built by the board of trustees of
the l'niversity.
E. S. Thompson '14, manager of the
siertl clubs, has made arrangements
with the New York alumni to give a convert at Delnionivo's on the evening of
Nlareh 30. This concert manpletes the
circuit which starts Nlarch 23 with a
concert at Saco. Me.; Thursday a perftirmance will be given at Peabody. Mass.:
Friday the dub appears at Reading. while
mi Saturday a concert will be given in
lii'shin at St.'inert Hall. On Mont has,
Nlarch 23, a joint concert will he given
ith Bates, at Lewiston, in the Lewiston
y 11 all.— Buirdoin Orturif.
A lieW (ma nn. in intereollegiate debating at Bates was int minced at the
beginning of this week. This departure
was the starting of a training table at the
College Commons for the varsity teams.
Its purpose is till' Saha' as that of a training table for an athletic team. that is to
turn out a bet ter team. It is thought I hat
physical fitness is as necessary in a debating team as in isly other leant, but.in
addition to this, it is believed that a greater advantage will be derived front the
association anti the dose fellowship that
naturally springs lip ill!,tug table mini!tannins.
"The lIertnim fol
Wite Oart. It ttitltmon tie between hi h. itt.I low, young and
old," declared Prof Itlaktatiore Evans, of
the department of
reran, in the course
of one of the Unive
, lectures delivered
at tile Ohio State 1 tin ersity recently.
Ile said that thir
llamal bond was
stnnigest during th ,••• middle ages, but
in modern times th
.!{, song has shown
signs of extinction.
now it is making
a last struoggle fin ‘1•14 nee among the
students and in tl
t lily. The leet tire
I knit at Anne leagti -rh, alaal character
istics of this impret
qt.. but significant
literary form. It
• 1.appily illustrated
by nlitiler011e medii
1 sonar excellently
sting by Mrs. 111311
re I:vana, accompanted by Dr. II.K
1 if the department
tif (;ertnan.
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So thorough are the cleaning properties of this unusual washing agent that it
cleans far beyond what the eye can see, removing thousands, yes millions of
bacteria, the deadly destroyers of milk and butter quality.
It is because of this extra cleaning, doing what other washing agents cannot
do, that has given Wyandotte Dairyman's Cleaner anti Cleanser the unanimousupport of Dairy Colleges and scientific Dairy experts.
In estimating the value of a dairy cleaner they do not forget the "Unsts.i.
nine tenths."
Ask your dealer for "Wyandotte," or write your
dairy supply house.

The J. B. Ford Co.,
WYANDOTTE, MICH.
This Cleanser has been awarded the highest prize wherever exhibited.
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There is a Great
Difference in Tobaccos

Other

Tuxedo is the Mildest, Sweetest, Most
Pleasant Smoke in the World, Because—

First—No one but the makers of
Tuxedo is willing to spend the
money necessary to buy the mildest,
choicest, most thoroughly aged,
selected Burley tobacco.
Second—No one but the makers of
Tuxedo knows how totreat this Burley tobacco so that every bit of pleasantness and goodness remains in the
tobacco and every bit of unpleasantness and harshness is taken out.

V. STFFA
famous explorer

'Tuxedo is mild, cool
and soothing— iust the sort
of tobacco I need. I"zed.,
goes with me ic':erecee go.

Tuxedo was born in 1904. Its
first imitator appeared two years
later. Since then a host of imitations have been born and are clamoring f(aryour patronage.
Noimitation is ever as good as the
original. N i arnouot of advertising,
no amount of blo -ter and bluff, can
ever make an imitation tobacco as
good as Tuxedo.
If you are not a pipe smoker, you
are denying yourself the greatest
smoking pleasure known to man.
Jry Tuxedo in your pipe this week.

a.RANDOLPH CH ESTER
famous author

••14r7y shouldn't a man
Its willing to recommend a
tobacco which glees as cool.
nowt and satisfying a smoke
as Tuxedo?"
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Tillt AMERICAN TORACCO COMPANY
Riwint 1209
lii F.f!li Avenue
New York
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